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Compute forces using PIV measurements
Objective
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‚ Use of symmetry
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‚ Using NS equations
Bip “ ´ρBtui ´ ρujBjui
`µB2jjui ´ Bju1i u1j
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‚ Mean, standard deviation and time
evolution from both
‚ Noca’s equation more noise sensitive
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‚ Only mean from momentum
‚ Unusable results from Noca’s
equation
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‚ Small amplitude pitching ñ flow is 3D





‚ Small amplitude pitching ñ flow is 3D
ñ Impact on stitching and noise
Conclusion and future work
Indirect methods are able to estimate forces
‚ Good estimation of mean coefficients
‚ Good estimation of temporal evolution for
large amplitude
‚ Methods are noise sensitive
ñ Integral momentum equation seems
to be more robust
‚ Impact of 3rd dimension on p
‚ Improvement of p correction in wake
